Waterless flush toilets and sanitation solutions
for today’s events and construction sites

“The Loowatt toilets are amazing and everyone has said
how brilliant they are” —Nick Brooks-Ward, H-Power

contact@loowatt.com

Waterless Flush:
A Practical Marvel
Our patented core technology, the waterless
flush, provides an odourless and hygienic
experience and a clean bowl for every user.
Waste is captured within our compostable
polymer film refills, all within a hygienic,
airtight canister—making servicing a clean
and simple job.

Waterless
Zero water means savings
on operations and transport

Energy from Waste
Waste is fed to utility-run
energy-generating systems

Chemical-Free
No biocides: Our toilets are
healthy for people and planet

Great Experience
Customers and servicers
alike love using our loos

Off-Grid Applicatons
No need for generators
or HGV truck access

Simple Logistics
Perfect for places where
vehicle access is tricky

“

A toilet experience
like no other. Very
impressed indeed.
Port Eliot Festival
customer feedback

Toilet Pods
4-bay toilet pods suited for efficient
transport and speedy deployment
at events and construction sites

Construction
Perfect for sites where access by
pump-out trucks creates operational
challenges due to terrain or traffic

Tunnels
A clean and convenient toilet and
servicer experience in places where
chemical toilets won’t work

Bespoke
Applications beyond your typical
portable toileting include campsites
and mobile welfare units

		

4-Bay Pod
Flexible and robust
4-bay toilet pod for
both events and
construction sites.

”

– Michael Conway, CEO, FM Conway

Electric Module
Fits below bench
seat. Easy to access
and quick to install.

Module size (mm):
515w x 489l x 421h
Power: 35W

220 flushes
between services.
Tracks usage, and
sends data to toilet
servicers.

Pod size (m):
1.9w x 2.5l x 2.8h
Power: 140W
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“

Investing in sustainability is the right thing to do
for our planet, and also makes business sense.

Loowatt Waste Management
The Loowatt System ensures that
all organic waste is treated in
biological systems with utilites
such as Thames Water, while
the refill material is sent for
industrial composting.



  
 
 








   
 

 












Loowatt customers love the
closed-loop system, positive
for people and for our planet.

  



✓ 300+ tonnes
waste processed












✓ 250,000 +
happy customers

✓ 950k litres

clean water saved


 

   



















energy from waste











✓ 3.5 mWh






Smart Tech

remote monitoring

